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The leading CDM Consultant
- Developed 66 CDM & 10 GS projects
- Managing 113 PoA & CDM projects
- 1 Million CERs issued

Other Consultant services
- NAMA building: UNEP
- NAMA Cement: NPI Pilot Programme
- Joint Crediting Mechanism: IGES

www.eec.vn
Vietnam’s Context

Key elements for LSC process

Benefits of LSC

Improving the LSC
Vietnam’s Context

Policy-making:
• Party Congress’s Resolutions
• Constitution
• Laws

Environmental issues:
• Since 2006: Stakeholder consultation meetings are required in EIA report
Key elements for Local Stakeholder Consultation

Local Affected People

Who?

- **Patriarch**: leader of tribe/village.
- **Representative of affected household**: man/woman

Why?

- Direct affected people: compensation, mitigation measures, other support
- Easily reach consensus
Key elements for Local Stakeholder Consultation

Local/public authorities

Who?
- People’s committee
- Local party

Why?
- Bridge: Project developer & Local stakeholders
- Other assistance: LSC process
Key elements for Local Stakeholder Consultation

Project Developer

- CDM consultant
- Project owner

Why?

- Arrange the logistics for LSC process
- Response to CDM and project development issue
Benefits from a proper LSC

CDM Consultant:
• Validation process: LOA application, GSP
• Verification process: interview local people

Project owner:
• Favorable conditions: Both Construction and Operation period
→ Cost efficient
Participation of Local NGOs & Vietnam-based International NGOs

- Fully support: 3 key elements
- Effectively reserve: rights of affected people
Thank you for your attention!
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